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aim of this study was to quantitatively investigate the e ects of force load muscle fatigue and extremely low frequency
magnetic stimulation on electroencephalograph electromyography coherence during right arm lateral raise ta
Eighteen healthy male subjects were recruited EEG and EMG signals were simultaneously recorded from each subject while three

erent loads and were added on the forear ELF magnetic stimulation was applied to the subjects deltoid muscle
between tasks during the resting period Univariate ANOVA showed that all EEG EMG coherence areas of C C CP and CP
were not s ntly a ected by the force load p and that muscle fatigue led to statistically nt reductions on
the coherence area of gamma band in C and More interestingly these statistically nt reductions
disappeared with the application of muscle ELF magnetic stimulatio indicating its potential application to eliminate the ect of
fatigue

Voluntarymotor performanc as a result of the cortical com
mand drive to muscle actions s associated with the changes
of characteristic oscillation and synchronization in the
human sensorimotor cortex e electroencephalogra

electromyogram coherence representing the
relationship between EEG the recording of brain activity
and EMG he recording of contracted muscle activit is
commonly used to examine a functional connection between
human brain and muscles t provides the mechanism infor
mation of the corticomuscular interconnection to better
understand how a brain controls muscles and how

erent diseas such as stroke tremor [ and
Parkinsons disease [ ] lead to movement disorders [ ]

It is well accepted that the physiological mechanism
of corticomuscular coherence is not fully understood but
it is believed that the corticomuscular coherence between
the brain and muscle activities is associated with the force
loads and the modulation of fatigue G
coherence has been used to quantify the functional corti
comuscular coupling at erent contraction levels during
unilateral ilateral motor tasks It has been reported
that di erent force level in uenced the electrical activities of
related muscles and excitability of cortical areas [ ] and
the EEG EMG coherence [ ] However the handgrip task
performed in [ ] is not easy to perform for stoke patients
in real practice It would be clinically useful to explore other
alternativ It has been known tha similar to the handgrip
the side arm lateral raise task would also lead to isometric
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contractio However the ect on G coherence
with di erent force loads on the forearm during the arm
lateral raise task has not been comprehensively quant

Muscle fatigue is described as a failure or a reduction
in the capacity to maintain the expected force or power
output r prolonged or repeated muscle contractions [ ]
Fatigue induced drop in motoneuron excitability with sus
tained muscle activity reduces the g rate of active motor
units and leads to nt weakening of corticomuscular
coupling or even neuromuscular diseases
Although the uence of muscle fatigue on neuromuscular
transmission or the functional coupling between brain and
muscles has not been fully understood it is hypothesized that
the G coherence would change with muscle fatigue
during the lateral raise task Quantifying the di erence in

G coherence between fatigue and nonfatigue could
provide scienti evidence to better understand the neural
mechanism relating tomuscle fatigue is information could
be used to develop treatment for erent fat elated
symptoms

It is known that muscle magnetic stimulation can in u
ence the activation of both cerebral cortex and muscle
tissue Peripheral magnetic stimulation activates deep
conductive structures and produces strong muscle contrac
tions and massive proprioceptive rents [ ] and thus
produces uences on the state of cortical excitability
] erefore we hypothesize that this e ect could be

quanti d by the G coherence Although it is still
controversial in the literature regarding the rents recruited
by when PMS is applied to the muscle indirectly it
is generally accepted that PMS activates mechanoreceptors
via stimulation induced rhythmic contractions and relax
ations and via muscle vibration In addition it also activates
sensorimotor nerve bers and could potentially modify the
integrity of neuromuscular propagation Previous study
has reported an enhancement in cortical excitatory of neur
transmission with pulsed and extremely low frequency
magnetic stimulation Although no sp parameters
have been indicated to interfere with fatigue previous studies
have reported that ELF pulsed magnetic stimulation could
induce neurofeedback and facilitate reorganization of
abnormal neural circuits and correct behavioral ts
However the ectiveness of applying peripheral a erent
magnetic stimulation has not been fully investigated on
human subjects ere an investigation on the e ct of
themagnetic stimulation applied to deltoidmusclewith EEG
EMG coherence could provide scient evidence to support
its potential clinical applicatio

aims of this study were to quantitatively investigate
the e ects of force load and muscle fatigue on the EEG
EMG coherence in erent frequency bands during side arm
lateral raise ta as well as their erent ects with the
application of muscle ELF magnetic stimulatio

study recruited healthy male subjects
ight nded aged years who had no history of

neurological or psychiatric disorders e studywas approved

by the Local Ethics Committee of Beijing University of
Technology and was conducted strictly according to the De
laration of Helsinki of theWorld Medical Association

subjectswere asked to sign a consent a er being informed
of the aim potential b ts and risks of the study

To conduct the right arm lateral
raise t each subject was asked to sit comfortably with his
right arm raised laterally degrees away from the bod
until he was exhausted As illustrated in Figure three

erent force loads kg kg and were added on the
forearm in a randomized order between subjects to generate
the isometric force at the upper limb muscle subjects
had a ve minute rest between two consecutive tasks with

erent lo Two days later the same experiment was
repeatedly performed on all the subjects but this time the
ELF magnetic stimulation was applied to the subjects deltoid
muscle from a bespoke ELF magnetic stimulation device
developed in our lab during the v ute resting period

intensity and frequency of the ELF stimulation were
mT and Hz respectively EEG and EMG signals were

collected from the same subjects and experimental sessions
as the previous papers [

hannel EEGs and on
channel EMG were simultaneously recorded from each
subject while the arm was laterally raised e recordings
continued until the subject was exhausted e pin type
activ trodes mounted in a headcap were applied on
the head and a BioSemi ActiveTwo ioSemi Netherlan
system was used for the EEG recording with a sampling
frequency of Hz and bit A D resolution During
recording common mode sense active electrode and driven
right leg passive electrode were used as ground electro

e EMG signal was recorded from a pair of at tape active
electrodes placed on the anterior deltoid ere were a total
of EEG and EMG recordings from each subject from
three force loads and three repeats without ELF magnetic
stimulation and from the repeated study with ELFmagnetic
stimulatio

It has been gen
erally accepted that the electrodes and on the
hemisphere and C and on the right hemisphere over
the brain have close relationship with the motor control
including the primary motor sensorimotor and parietal
cortex erefore only the EEG signals from these four
electrodes were further analyzed in this study
rst s from the start when the right armwas raised of EEG

and EMG recordings from each of the three force loads kg
kg and was regarded as nonfatigue statu and the last
s recording before the subject was exhausted was regarded

as fatigue statu as shown in Figure two segments
of s EEG and EMG signals were extracted respectively for
each force load Figure gives an example of the recorded
EEG and EMG signal

General noise was rstly removed from the EEG signals
with a Hz ba ass lter since EEG signal mainly
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Measurement protocol Timing diagram

Signal recorded and coherence

F Measurement protocol tion of fatigue and nonfatigue periods and two examples of recorded EEG and EMG signals
and their coherence
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includes alpha H beta Hz and gamma
Hz ban N the independent component analysis was
applied to remove the noise caused by the blinks and eye
movement and the current source density transformation
was applied to reduce the ect of volume conduction onEEG
signal For the EMG signa the interference signals were
removedwith a z band pas lter and otc lter

coherence spectrum between
the EEG and EMG signals provides a measure of their
correlation in the frequency domain For each subject
the G coherence spectrum was calculated for each
frequency bin of interes as by the relation

=

where is the coherence estimate of two signals
and within erent freq e value of
ranges from no cohere to maximal coher

and are the power spectral densities of signal
and espectively nd is the cross power spectral

density of signal and as given by

= )

where is the Fourier co t of cros rrelation
sequence

It has been reported that the coherence spectra at beta
Hz and gamma Hz frequency bands were

more prominent with voluntary contraction er
fore only the coherence areas at the two frequency bands
were calculated using

where ) is the coherence area within the frequency
band and is the coherence at N
EEG EMG coherence spectra of C and CP on the le
hemisphere and C and on the right hemisphere were
plotted individually for each subject to obtain their EEG
EMG coherence areas at both beta and gamma frequency
ba Figure gives one example

mean and standard
deviation of G coherence area with erent
frequency bands were calculated separately for the three

erent force lo for the fat nfatigue statu and
with without ELF stimulation Univariate ANOVA analysis
was then performed using so ware SPSS PSS I to
assess the repeatability between the three repeats within the
same session and the e ect of force loa muscle fati
and ELF magnetic stimulation on the averaging G
coherence area of the three repetitions A p value below
was considered statistically sig n

Univariate ANOVA analyses showed that
there were no sig nt erences between the three
repeated measurements for all the coherence areas of C
CP C and CP at di rent frequency bands all p
demonstrating the reliability of this experimen efore
their average values from the three repeated measurements
for each force load was calculated as reference values for
each subjec which were used for further statistical anal
ysis Table gives mean and standard deviation of EEG
EMG coherence area of erent electro separately for

erent force lo for the fat nfatigue statu and
wit thout ELF stimulatio e data was presented as
mean SD

Tabl ives the statistical signi cant values from
univariate ANOVA anal separately for the ects of
force loads for fatigue nonfatigue status and with without
ELF stimulation on the G coherence are It
cates that all the EEG EMG coherence areas from di rent
EEG electrodes and frequency bands were not sign ntly
a ected by force loa all p However muscle fatigue
had a statistically signi cant e ct on the coherence area in

and within gamma band

Figure shows that without
ELF stimulation the G coherence areas of gamma
band from both and showed statistically sig nt
reduction in muscle fatigue status were
obtained from univariate ANOVA in comparison with that
from the nonfatigue status With ELF stimulation those
statistically sig nt reductions with fatigue in gamma
band from C and CP disappeared and there were no
statistically sig nt erences between nonfatigue and
fatigue status with ELF stimulation ll p For the
EEG EMG coherence areas of gamma band from both C
and there were no statistically sig nt erences
between fatigue and nonfatigue statu no matter whether
ELF stimulationwas applied between lateral raise tasks ere
was no interaction between fatigue and ELF stimulation all
p

is study quantitatively investigated the e cts of di erent
force loads on the forearm and muscle fatigue status on
the G coherence during the side arm lateral raise
task and their e ects with the application of muscle ELF
stimulation between ta Without ELF stimulatio fatigue
resulted in statistically signi cant reduction of the coherence
area in gamma bands from C and CP electrodes With the
application of ELF stimulatio reductions of these coherence
areas with fatigue were eliminated

To investigate the ect of force load on G coher
ence isometric force was generated with three erent loads

kg kg and on the forearm Our results showed that
there was no erence in G coherence area between

4
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T Summary of G coherence area of erent electrode separately for erent force lo for the fati nfatigue stat
and wit thout ELF stimulatio data is presented as mean SD

Frequency band Electrode Force Without ELF stimulation With ELF stimulation
No tigue Fatigue No tigue Fatigue

gamma

beta

T Summary of the statistical s nce val of the ect of erent factors orce fati nfatigue stat and
with ithout ELF stimulation on the coherence are

Frequency band Electrode Force Fati tigue With without
stimulation

Fatigue
Stimulation

gamma

beta

p

erent force loads whether fat nfatigue status and
with without ELF magnetic stimulation One previous study
investigated the s of G coherence from beta
band to gamma band with increased intensity of isometric
voluntary contraction in tibialis anterior but similar changes
of EEG EMG coherence with increasing contraction level
have not been observed on soleus muscles Another
study reported that corticomuscular coherence at Hz
increased sig ntly with the force level One possible
explanation for the erent results between our study and

those of published studies lies in the erent type motor
ta In the above two st dor lantar n
and nger movement were used to perform at d erent
contraction lev other possible reason is associated
with the applied force level e increase of force from kg to
kg in our studymaynot be able to recruit additional neurons

and thus lead to statistically sig nt change of G
coherence

For the ect of muscle fatigue on G coherence
the results were a ected by the application of ELF magnetic

5

able 1: EEG-EM diff , diff ads, gue/no us,
h/wi n. The ² .

(kg)
n-fa n-fa

C3
0 5.87²0.90 5.55²0.70 5.87²0.86 5.77²0.99
1 5.82²0.71 5.64²0.70 5.84²1.02 5.67²0.81
3 5.84²0.77 5.76²0.72 5.78²0.85 5.57²0.69

CP5
0 5.82²0.72 5.66²0.75 5.86²0.87 5.86²0.87
1 5.69²0.79 5.54²0.81 5.88²0.87 5.72²0.76
3 5.95²0.77 5.68²0.76 5.77²0.92 5.75²0.80

C4
0 5.79²0.77 5.85²0.71 5.78²0.74 5.91²0.78
1 5.76²0.81 5.72²0.83 5.76²1.05 5.84²0.79
3 5.82²0.73 5.56²0.73 5.84²0.86 5.92²0.75

CP6
0 5.76²0.88 5.90²0.68 5.80²0.72 5.75²0.84
1 5.81²0.87 5.76²0.81 5.79²1.07 5.76²0.85
3 5.61²0.79 5.65²0.74 5.89²0.76 5.93²0.75

C3
0 4.89²0.75 4.99²0.97 5.02²0.77 4.79²0.98
1 4.87²0.74 4.99²0.97 4.76²0.86 4.85²0.71
3 4.84²0.80 4.61²0.77 4.88²0.81 4.66²0.76

CP5
0 4.79²0.65 4.98²0.91 5.06²0.84 4.85²0.86
1 4.79²0.78 5.10²0.91 4.79²0.75 4.86²0.91
3 5.04²0.82 4.57²0.86 4.83²0.85 4.93²0.84

C4
0 4.89²0.98 4.93²0.96 5.00²0.76 4.82²0.84
1 4.92²0.89 4.87²0.94 5.01²0.87 4.78²0.89
3 4.92²0.83 4.81²0.92 5.09²0.72 4.86²0.88

CP6
0 4.86²0.90 5.00²0.97 4.81²0.69 4.70²0.77
1 4.81²0.85 4.89²0.85 4.93²0.89 4.58²0.82
3 4.94²0.88 4.77²1.08 4.94²0.83 4.84²0.81

able 2: ignifica (F/p ues) eff diff (f loads, gue/no us,
/w ) EEG-EMG a.

(0/1/3 kg) gue/non-fa / Ø

C3 0.07/0.93 7.08/0.006≎ 0.002/0.96 0.06/0.81
CP5 0.72/0.46 3.79/0.046≎ 1.54/0.20 1.02/0.31
C4 0.33/0.71 0.006/0.94 1.98/0.15 1.78/0.18
CP6 0.09/0.91 0.05/0.81 1.19/0.27 0.19/0.67
C3 2.33/0.10 0.72/0.40 0.30/0.59 0.66/0.42
CP5 0.50/0.63 0.003/0.95 0.01/0.91 0.03/0.86
C4 0.04/0.96 3.15/0.07 0.30/0.58 1.46/0.23
CP6 0.36/0.70 1.56/0.21 1.30/0.25 2.30/0.13

∗ <0.05.
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Comparison of the averaged EEG EMG coherence area of force load and Kg in gamma bands between fatigue and nonfatigue
stat was separately plotted for C and electrodes and with and without ELF stimulatio

stimulatio Without ELF stimulatio the coherence area of
gamma band in C nd CP t fatigue showed statistically
sig nt reduction with muscle fatigue agreed with
published studies that found a decreasing tendency of
EMG coherence with the development of the fatigue stage

e statistically sig nt changes could be
associated with the weakening of functional corticomuscular
coupling in which the inhibitory capacity to the des
ing motor pathway is strengthened or the neuromuscular
junction transmission function decreased due to the muscle
fatigue Additionally fatigue is physiologically

d as the loss of voluntary for roducing capacity
during exercise e loss of for roducing capacity can
have a peripheral or a central origi decline in force or
force generating capacity may originate from various levels
of the neural a motor cort spinal cord to neurom
cular junctio muscle membra and metabolism e
nonsigni cant changes with muscle fatigue in C and CP
coherence areas have been demonstrated in this study is is
due to the contralateral control of the bra It is known tha
with the right arm lateral raise task in our study the le brain
should be dominant where the electrodes and C are

With ELF stimulation the statistically signi cant reduc
tions of coherence area with fatigue in and gamma

band disappeared demonstrating indirectly that muscle ELF
stimulation could eliminate the ect caused by the fatigue
to a certain exten Our previous study indicated that the
sig nt erence of power from between fatigue
and nonfatigue disappeared with ELF stimulation [ which
suggested the stimulation can uence the activation of cer
bral cort On the other hand rootmean square andmedian
frequency of EMG were si cantly a ected by fatigue but
not by ELF magnetic stimulation It is therefore specu
lated that the G coherence at fatigue was a ected by
both cortex and muscle G coherence changes
with ELF stimulation could be a ected by proprioceptive

rents impacting on the cortical excitability e reason for
the lack of sig nce for tigue x timulation interaction
on EEG EMG coherence could be partially explained by the
fact that themeasurements of EEG and EMG signals with and
without ELF stimulation were from erent da u as
shown in Figur he e ect of ELF stimulation onEEG EMG
coherence was demonstrated indirectly by the loss of sta
tistical sig nce of wit ession comparisons between
fatigue and nonfatigue where both the EEG and EMG signals
were recorded simultaneously One published study observed
the increased coherence around Hz for a period up to

ms a er the transcranial magnetic stimulation In

6
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another study the increased coherence in the beta band was
demonstrated with transcranial magnetic stimulation [ ]

erence in the frequency band between our study and
previous ones may be caused by erent type of motor tasks
and di erent magnetic stimulations A published study by
Ushiyama et al [ ] has indicated the erence in the mo
ulation patterns of corticomuscular coherence with changing
contraction levels between the tibialis anterior and soleus
musc suggesting that the central nervous system regulates
corticomuscular coupling to perform contractions erently
between musc Regarding the erence between the
transcranial magnetic stimulation o the tibialis anterior
muscle and ELF stimulation to the deltoid muscle the
key erences are their erent stimulation parameters
and erent impact on proprioceptive a eren B
the local network properties within the sensorimotor cortex

er between these musc depending on the physiological
muscle compositions and functions

e present work has some limitations Firstly the fatigue
status was determined from the subjective feeling of each
individual leading to variations in the calculated G
coherence An objective and consistent criterion for fatigue
should be considered to reduce the subjective speculation
Secondly as a preliminary study only male subjects were
recruited oth male and female subjects should be recruited
in the future to investigate the ect of gender erence

dly the muscle magnetic stimulation was always applied
in the second experiment session In further study the order
of the sessions with and withoutmagnetic stimulation should
be randomized to eliminate the possible bi B EEG
and EMG signals could be recorded simultaneously during
the magnetic stimulation to compare the di erent e ects on

G coherence during and a er the stimulation

In conclusion our study has comprehensively quant d the
ects of force fatigue and ELF magnetic stimulation on

G coherence demonstrating that corticomuscular
coupling changes with fatigue status and ELF magnetic
stimulatio Without ELF stimulatio the coherence area in
gamma bands from and C electrodes decreased due to
muscle fatigue application of ELF magnetic stimulation
on muscles could eliminate this ect

datasets generated and analyzed during the current study
are not publicly available because the data is unique to our
study but are available from the corresponding author on
reasonable request

All procedures performed in studies involving human partic
ipants were in accordance with the ethical standards of Local
Ethics Committee of Beijing University of Technology and
with the Helsinki declaration and its later amendments

or comparable ethical standards is article does not contain
any studies with animals performed by any of the author

e authors declare that there are no con icts of interest
regarding the publication of this article

Qian Qiu and Liu Cao performed the experimen a
lyzed the data and wrote the dra of paper Dongmei
Hao Dingchang Zheng Rajshree Hillstrom and Lin Yang
conceived and designed this study analyzed the data and
wrote the dra of paper

is study was funded by National Natural Science Founda
tion of China [Grant no Beijing Natural Science
Foundation [Grant and Intelligent
Physiological Measurement and Clinical Translation Beijing
International Base for Scient and Technological Coop
tion
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